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21st December 2022 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
As we reach the final day of term, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for 
your continued support of the school and, most importantly, your child. The staff and I 
really appreciate the importance of working in partnership with parents and carers in 
order to achieve the very best outcomes for the boys and girls. 
 
I would also like to take this opportunity to celebrate the way the children have 
conducted themselves throughout the term and the positivity and ‘can do’ attitude they 
have shown. Visitors to the school always comment on the calm, yet purposeful 
environment felt in school and the way the children conduct themselves both in the 
classroom and outside on the playground; they really are a credit to us all. 
 
I also wish to pay tribute to the staff, who serve as wonderful role-models to our pupils 
and who provide a first-class experience for the children each day, continually going the 
‘extra-mile’ to ensure the learning environment is the best it can be and that the lessons 
are interesting, stimulating and tailored to the needs of pupils. 
 
EMBARK Survey 
Thank you to those parents who completed the recent EMBARK Parent Survey.  
 
As part of my work around monitoring and quality assurance, it is always good to hear 
the views of parents and other stakeholders. Whilst we strive to do our very best, we 
understand there may be aspects of the school that require improvement. This link will 
give you access to the results of the survey and, over the next term, we will be addressing 
some of the areas you have highlighted. 
 
Interim Report 
As you may be aware, your child has recently completed their Assessment Point 1 tests 
and an interim report of the results and the test papers themselves have been given to 
your child to share with you at home.  
 
The tests themselves help build a picture of what your child understands and their 
strengths, as well as areas to target in the future in order for them to make further 
progress. 
 
In addition to their attainment data, the report also provides information about your 
child’s attendance. I appreciate, as is often the case at this time of year, that there have 
been coughs, colds and other ailments that may have affected your child’s attendance. 

https://www.kilburnjunior.school/files/parent-survey-results-2022---copy.pdf


However, the attendance of some children falls close to the category for concern and I 
will be monitoring this closely in the New Year.  
 
As we enter the festive period, it is really important that we enjoy time with our families 
and reflect on events of the year. We also need to think about those less fortunate than 
ourselves and those who may not have the support of others at this time. As ever, if you 
know of people who may need a little extra support, you will find information on our 
website that may help them. 

 
I would like to finish by wishing you and your family a very happy and peaceful 
Christmas and I look forward to seeing you in 2023. 
 
My very best wishes, 
 
Rob Hull  

https://www.kilburnjunior.school/website/family-support.html

